
Electronic Scale
Instructions for use
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Battery

1 x 3V lithium battery (CR2032).

Please remove the isolation sheet from the 
battery contact before first use.

1- Open battery case cover on the back of scale.

2- Take out the used battery with the help of a  
 sharp object, as shown in picture.

3- Install new battery by putting one side of the  
 battery beneath the battery compartment  
 and then pressing  down the other side.

When you step off the scale, it will automatically 
come back to real time display after 20 seconds 
of no operation.

To install / Replace battery

Auto convert time indicator
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Step 1
Put the scale on a hard and flat surface. Avoid 
carpet or soft surfaces.

Step 2
Gently step on the scale, then the scale will 
automatically turn on. Stand evenly on the 
scale without moving and wait until your 
weight shown on display is stable and locked.

Indicator for time, temperature and weigh

Weight unit (kg)

Weight unit (st:lb)

Operation

LCD Display
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Conversion buttons

Unit conversion button  
You will find the unit conversion button behind 
the scale, at the top middle part.
Press this button when scale is power on to 
convert weight unit to metric (kg) or imperial (lb).

Temperature button
You will find the temperature button behind 
the scale, at the top left side.   
Convert to temperature mode by pressing this 
button.
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To set time

Each time you change the battery, you will need to re-set real time.

During time display mode, enter time by pressing unit conversion button for
3 seconds. The numbers will flash. Then, press temperature button to advance 
value and press on unit conversion button to change to minute setting. Once 
time is selected, press back on unit conversion button to confirm time.

Time indicator

Press UNIT button
for 3 second

Press UNIT button

Press UNIT button

Hour setting

Minute setting

Time indicator
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Temperature display

Real time indicator

Press Temperature
button

Press UNIT button

Press Temperature
button

Temperature indicator

Temperature indicator

Real time indicator
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Use to decorate 

To replace picture

Warning indication

Holes

Kickstand

Cover

This scale is perfect to decorate your favorite room by adding a picture, a 
drawing from your kid or even a little sentence to motivate you before getting 
on the scale.

1. This scale can stand on the desk by using  
 the kickstands behind the scale.
2. This scale can be hung on the wall by the  
 holes which are located on the back of the  
 scale.

Open picture frame cover on back of 
scale for replacement.

Overload indication
Scale overload. Maximum weight capacity is 330 lb / 150 kg. 
Please step off to avoid damage.

Low battery indication
Battery power is low. 
Please install new battery.

Re-test
Display ‘’     ‘’  when you step off the scale, means there was an 
error in the weigh reading. Please re-test.



ADVISE FOR USE & CARE
1.     The glass platform will be slippery if it is wet.
2.   Keep standing still during the course of weighing.
3.   DO NOT strike, shock or drop the scale.
4.   Treat the scale with care as it is a precise instrument.
5.     Clean the scale with a damp cloth and avoid water getting inside the scale.
       DO NOT use chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.
6.   Keep the scale in a cool place with dry air.
7.   Always keep your scale in a horizontal position.
8.     If the scale does not turn on, check whether battery is installed or battery 

power is low. Replace battery.
9.      If there is an error message on the display or if the scale does not turn off, 

remove the battery for about 3 seconds, then install it again. If you cannot 
resolve the problem, please contact your dealer for consultation.

10. Not for commercial use.


